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1 Activities and Findings
1.1

Research and Education

This project aims to provide end-to-end infrastructure for capture, interpretation and access of data streams
in sensor-rich pervasive computing environments. Our solutions encompass a variety of levels and scales,
ranging from applications (e.g. activity recognition in the Aware Home and ubiquitous interactive displays)
to architecture (e.g. softcache binary rewriting). Our efforts this past year have focused increasingly on
support and integration of sensor sources into our framework (e.g. multi-sensor fusion architecture). Other
work continues on a variety of fronts, detailed below.
1.1.1 High-performance applications
Past work in Georgia Tech’s ‘Distributed Computational Laboratories’ project has addressed distributed
and collaborative high performance computing. This RI award has furthered our efforts by provision of
equipment for visualizing large scienti£c data sets and for the networking infrastructure required to transport
such data, in real-time and from data sources to sinks (e.g., displays). This year, our work in this domain has
addressed two topics of interest: (1) dealing with highly heterogeneous interaction devices, and (2) effective
collaboration across wide area systems. In addition, we are now beginning to consider data security and
privacy issues in this domain. A brief description of some of our research appears below.
1.1.2 Smart-pointers: a paradigm for highly heterogeneous interaction
We have completed the development of an interactive molecular dynamics application and visualization on
a high end display, using the Immersadesk acquired from RI funds. However, in addition to being able to interact with the desk via its immersive goggles, we have ‘grid enabled’ this interactive application as follows:
(1) the IQ-ECho ef£cient publish/subscribe middleware is used to move the data to be rendered across the
multiple clients and platforms used, and (2) a graphics server provides data to be rendered synchronously on
heterogeneous, including wireless end user devices. In this application, IQ-ECho provides the source-based
£ltering necessary for the movement to and display of data on devices not otherwise capable of rendering
such large data volumes, and the cluster-based graphics server provides the real-time services necessary for
producing high quality displays on low end machines. An interesting attribute of this work is its use of the
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‘smart pointer’ paradigm for low end displays. The idea is not to display the same data on the low end
display (e.g., a handheld iPAQ) as on the Immersadesk, but instead, to treat the handheld as a pointer into
the large data volume rendered on the desk. Speci£cally, we call this a ‘smart pointer’ because we utilize the
handheld’s ¤exibility to act as a ‘lens’ or focus device for the data seen on the large display. For example,
for an atom rendered graphically on the desk, the handheld might display its bond forces as a 2D graph. As
a result, end users can navigate meaningfully through the large data volumes seen on the desk. An extension
of this work for remote clients unable to physically see the desk is under way.
1.1.3 IQ-Echo: Middleware services for heterogeneous interactive and real-time applications
Ef£cient remote graphics services like those required for smart pointers are but one of the applications targeted by our work with publish/subscribe middleware for high performance systems. More generally, our
research with IQ-ECho addresses the ef£cient transfer of large data across wide-area networks, focusing
on applications like remote visualization and real-time collaboration. To attain high performance in the
real-time exchange of data across collaborating machines and end users, we are developing and evaluating methods and techniques for coordinating application-level with network transport-level adaptations of
data communication. Speci£cally, complementing previous work on TCP-friendly communication and on
adaptive transport protocols, our recent work with the underlying IQ-RUDP protocol strongly coordinates
application-level with transport-level changes in communication behavior, so as to best meet application
needs without violating fairness in network resource usage. Using IQ-ECho and IQ-RUDP, application-level
adaptations like selective data down-sampling are triggered by transport-level information provided by the
instrumented IQ-RUDP protocol underlying IQ-ECho’s communications. The application- to network-layer
exchange of information necessary for such coordinated adaptations is implemented with ECho attributes,
which provide a lightweight way for an application to provide quality of service information and to describe
its adaptation to the transport layer, and for IQ-RUDP to share network status information with an application. In addition to triggering application-level adaptations and reacting to certain changes in network
state, IQ-RUDP also re-adapts its own communication behavior after an application adaptation has been
performed, in part to remain fair to other network ¤ows. Such transport-level reactions can be performed
at higher rates and with smaller overheads than possible at application level. The evaluation of IQ-ECho,
IQ-RUDP and of its coordination schemes demonstrates the superiority of asynchronous, coordinated adaptations vs. adaptations performed only at protocol- or application-level. Speci£cally, coordination avoids
con¤icts due to mismatched application- vs. transport-level adaptations, and it avoids over-reaction due
to changes performed simultaneously at multiple levels. In addition, by permitting IQ-RUDP to adjust its
behavior independently, mismatches in the application- vs. network-level granularities of adaptation can be
ameliorated. Finally, with IQ-RUDP’s coordination, application performance is improved by reducing the
impact of obsolete information used for application-level adaptation.
1.1.4 E-Business and ubiquitous applications
We have been exploring integration of our technologies with portions of an operational information system
like that used at Delta Air Lines. This application uses cluster servers and fast networks acquired by the RI
grant to capture, process, and £nally, display the airborne assets (i.e., airplanes) operated by Delta Air Lines.
Our technical interest in this applications stems from its extreme scalability demands in terms of numbers
of information capture points and information displays. Capture points exist at all Delta-serviced airports;
the same holds for displays at all of these sites that must faithfully reproduce current operational state.
Another set of applications concern the real-time capture of video data and its real-time distribution to
clients. One speci£c application produced by our work is the distribution of per-sensor source-specialized
data streams to a clients via wireless media, which necessitates the online management of existing wireless
bandwidth with respect to the delay experienced by end users.
1.1.5 Dead timestamp identi£cation in Stampede
Stampede is a parallel programming system to support computationally demanding applications including
interactive vision, speech and multimedia collaboration. The system alleviates concerns such as communication, synchronization, and buffer management in programming such real-time stream-oriented applications. A coarse-grain data¤ow graph is often a convenient representation of such computations. Threads are
loosely connected by channels which hold streams of items, each identi£ed by a timestamp. A thread may

read a timestamped item from one channel, perform some analysis on that item and write an item with that
same timestamp onto a different channel. Useful work is signi£ed by a timestamp making its way through
the entire pipeline of threads and channels. Because threads operate at different speeds, some timestamps
will not make their way through the entire pipeline. There are two performance concerns when programming with Stampede. The £rst concern is space, namely, ensuring that memory is not wasted on a timestamp
(i.e. items bearing this timestamp) that is not fully processed. The second concern is time, namely, ensuring
that processing resource is not wasted on a timestamp that is not fully processed. In this work we introduce a single unifying framework, dead timestamp identi£cation, that addresses both the space and time
concerns simultaneously. Dead timestamps on a channel represent garbage. Dead timestamps at a thread
represent computations that need not be performed. This framework has been implemented in the Stampede
system. Experimental results showing the space advantage of this framework are presented. Using a colorbased people tracker application, we show that the space advantage can be signi£cant (up to 40the previous
techniques for garbage collection in Stampede.
1.1.6 Towards aspect-oriented programming support for cluster computing
Interactive multimedia applications (such as video/audio processing) are good candidates for cluster computing. Such applications are best represented as coarse-grain data¤ow graphs, and are rich in pipelined,
task, and data parallelism. There are two issues to be addressed in parallel implementations of such applications. The £rst issue is specifying how the different threads and data abstractions of the application are
connected to one another. This is often referred to as the plumbing problem in parallel and distributed computations, and is non-trivial to manage as the applications scale up. The second issue is exploring different
parallelism strategies for maximizing performance. Due to the varieties of parallelism that are available
in such applications, the space of strategies to be explored can be quite vast depending on the scale and
complexity of interactions and the number of simultaneous interactions. We have developed a speci£cation
language called STAGES, that provides aspect-oriented programming support for cluster computing. This
language makes it possible to decouple the cross-cutting concerns of the application programmer. In particular, algorithm design is disentangled from connection management and performance concerns through
the use of our framework. STAGES addresses the two issues identi£ed earlier: £rst it provides a simple
syntax for specifying the connections among the threads and the data abstractions; and second it provides a
way of specifying the mapping of the threads and data abstractions onto the nodes of the cluster. STAGES
has been implemented as a pre-processor which takes an application speci£cation (represented textually as
a graph) and generates C code. The current implementation assumes that the target applications use the
computational abstractions supported by the Stampede cluster programming library. However the language
is general, and targeting a different set of abstractions is simply a matter of specifying a different grammar
for STAGES and modifying the code generation part of STAGES. In this work, we present STAGES, its implementation, and its utility for mapping complex applications onto a cluster. We also present performance
results from exploring the parallelism space for two such applications on a 17-node cluster of 8-way SMPs
(Intel Xeon processors) interconnected by Gigabit Ethernet.
1.1.7 Measuring, understanding, and improving the performance of Distributed Stampede
Distributed Stampede is a programming system that is aimed at supporting sensor-based ubiquitous computing applications. Telepresence, Surveillance, and aware environments in the home and of£ce are examples
of such applications. The system itself is implemented as a runtime library on top of a number of different
operating systems. The focus of this paper is the performance evaluation and enhancement of Distributed
Stampede on different platforms. Through elaborate software instrumentation of the runtime system, we
record the interaction between the runtime system and the underlying operating system and messaging layers. Postmortem analysis of the gathered data helps us to understand the behavior of our system in the
context of various platforms. Such a study would allow discovering performance bottlenecks in the runtime
system as well as opportunities for operating system enhancement for supporting such complex runtime
systems.
1.1.8 Integrating selective attention and soft caching in the Stampede framework
The work whole brings together smart sensing, programmable and cheap hardware platforms to serve as data
aggregators for smart sensors, and a distributed programming model that allows the seamless programming



of a continuum of sensors, actuators, and backend high-performance clusters. Accomplishments to date
include development of a retinal camera, a softcache architecture for just in time loading of hot code and
data on data aggregators, and extension of the Stampede distributed programming model to wireless and
wired devices.
1.1.9 D-Stampede: Programming support for ubiquitous computing
In this work we focus on an important problem in the space of ubiquitous computing, namely, programming support for the distributed heterogeneous computing elements that make up this environment. We
address the interactive, dynamic, and stream-oriented nature of this application class and develop appropriate computational abstractions in the D-Stampede distributed programming system. The key features of
D-Stampede include indexing data streams temporally, correlating different data streams temporally, performing automatic distributed garbage collection of unnecessary stream data, supporting high performance
by exploiting hardware parallelism where available, supporting platform and language heterogeneity, and
dealing with application level dynamism.
1.1.10 Distributed selective video streaming using D-Stampede
D-Stampede is a distributed programming system with support for temporally indexing stream data emanating from several sources. In this work, we illustrate the ability to compose applications using D-Stampede
with multiple cameras, making ef£cient use of network bandwidth. Local processing at each camera sends
the centroid value to a head end. A thread at the head end instructs the camera with the highest score (indicative of the location of most action at the current time) to stream full video. A GUI allows a manual
over-ride as well. This system has applications in distributed surveillance, and assisted living.
1.1.11 Ubiquitous interactive displays
The increasing afford-ability and portability of high quality projectors has generated a surge of interest
in projector-based display systems. Recent examples include the construction of seamless multi-projector
video walls and immersive 3-D virtual environments. We are developing projector-camera technology which
can be used to create ubiquitous, interactive displays using the ordinary visible surfaces in a person’s environment. Displays could be conveniently located on table-tops, nearby walls, etc. Users could re-position or
resize them using simple hand gestures. Displays could even be “attached” to objects in the environment or
be made to follow a user around as desired. In addition, this display technology can be coupled with input
technology, such as pen capture, to create large input-output surfaces for meeting and classrooms.
The key technical challenges in realizing our vision of ubiquitous interactive displays are the development
of projector-camera control strategies and the development of a distributed substrate for sensor fusion which
would support deployment of the system.
Control strategies address the need to adjust the output of multiple projectors in response to the environment.
Two related problems of front projection displays which occur when users obscure a projector are: (i) undesirable shadows cast on the display by the users, and (ii) projected light falling on and distracting the users.
We have developed a computational framework for solving these two problems using multiple overlapping
projectors and cameras. The overlapping projectors are automatically aligned to display the same dekeystoned image. The system detects when and where shadows are cast by occluders and is able to determine
the pixels which are occluded in different projectors. Through a feedback control loop, the contributions
of unoccluded pixels from other projectors are boosted in the shadowed regions, thereby eliminating the
shadows. In addition, pixels which are being occluded are blanked, thereby preventing the projected light
from falling on a user when they occlude the display. This can be accomplished even when the occluders
are not visible to the camera.
1.1.12 Sensing infrastructure for activity recognition in the Aware Home
Our work in the perceptually aware environment focuses in building sensing infrastructures and developing
technologies for activity recognition within the Georgia Tech’s Aware Home project. In the last year or so,
we have developed a prototype system for reliable sensor fusion; with particular emphasis on high-content
streaming modalities of audio and video. In the system, isolated sensing technologies are merged to provide
information from varying. dynamic, and long-term scenarios. Strengths of each of the different sensors
are leveraged to extract a higher-level interpretation of who is the environment. As to what the user is



doing in the space, we are developing representation that build-off stochastic context-free grammar to aid in
identifying action recognition.
1.1.13 Software caching
A software cache implements cache and virtual memory functionality in software instead of in hardware
to enable less expensive devices. Our Softcache project has developed prototype instruction caches using
dynamic binary rewriting to minimize the common-case cache miss checks. The software cache technique
is particularly appropriate for embedded sensors where the expensive (but rare) dynamic binary rewriting
overhead can be of¤oaded onto servers that manage a number of embedded devices attached to sensors.
1.1.14 E-textiles
A digital network between active components or “buttons” atop an e-textile fabric must handle the inexact
placement of wires in the fabric both for signal distribution and for power distribution. We approach the
problem of signal distribution by making the pin logic of the buttons re-con£gurable and by providing
enough local state to allow an external agent to discover and to recon£gure the buttons into a working
network. We describe a prototype system of a 2x2 array of FPGA-and-microcontroller buttons atop a fabric
with 0.100”-pitch wiring including architecture decisions, circuits and software algorithms.
1.1.15 Active system area networks
A smart network interface based on a network processor chip is ideal for the important problem of handling streams of small messages. Applications such as operational databases, sensor processing systems
and distributed simulations must handle a high volume of small messages. Small messages are notoriously
challenging for network traditional processors and memory hierarchies. We are building a network interface
for cluster servers targeted at this class of applications. A network processor, typi£ed by the Intel IXP1200,
consists of multiple, multithreaded processors on a chip that act as DMA engines capable of a small amount
of computation (a few operations per byte) as they perform the DMA transfer. Past “smart” network interfaces have improved system performance by unloading the host processor and by reacting to events with
lower latency. Network processors as network interfaces add the ability to aggregate, classify and reorganize
data as is it is transferred because they have suf£cient processing power to inspect and alter every byte.
1.1.16 The Infosphere project
The Infosphere project is developing concepts, techniques, and tools for the next generation systems software in pervasive computing environments. Systems software for such environments must support end-toend quality of service (QoS) for users and developers, for example, in terms of performance, availability,
maintainability, and survivability. The core abstraction is called Infopipe, which supports information ¤ow
through a variety of environments with these QoS properties. These pervasive computing environments
include high speed networks such as the Next Generation Internet on one end of spectrum, and limited
bandwidth wireless connections on the other end. These environments are also characterized by continuous
changes that demand stable and responsive systems software adaptation. Infopipe software will support
the generation and composition of code to support information ¤ow through these changing environments.
Infosphere focuses on the challenges of bringing fresh information from a variety of sensors to new applications such as accurate micro-region weather forecasting.personalized fresh information delivery for
mission-critical operations in urban terrain.
1.1.17 Middleware Infopipes
We have been working on the development of Infopipe software based on XML at the Application Layer and
based on PBIO at the Middleware Layer. The work in the Middleware Layer builds on the results from ECho
and JECho software. This C-based Infopipe support forms the basis for experimentation with recon£gurable
information ¤ow applications such as those described in the following section.
1.1.18 Aspect-oriented development of Infopipes
We have been re-developing the Java version of Infopipe software using AOP concepts and techniques.
Speci£cally, the performance monitoring components (e.g., latency and bandwidth of network) of Infopipes
have been coded as aspects and the AspectJ compiler has been used to generate the executable code. This is
another example of raising the level of abstraction of the library code that supports Infopipe Stub Generator.

1.1.19 Information ¤ow application support
As part of the Infopipe development at the Application Layer, we also have been working on methods and
software to extract information automatically from the Web. These are tools that facilitate the information
¤ow by adding syntactic and semantic descriptions to Web-originated information ¤ows such as dynamic
web content.
1.1.20 Securing pervasive computing applications
In pervasive computing environments, applications make use of the underlying infrastructure to provide the
services users need without requiring them to explicitly make the requests. Clearly, sensor gathered information has to be used to identify users and the resources that they desire to access in such an environment.
We have developed a transparent authentication framework that identi£es sources of requests based on sensor provided information. Since sensors may have limited accuracy or can be tampered with, our framework
provides an authentication metric value that can be increased depending on the nature of the user’s request.
We have also developed an authorization framework that takes the context in which a request is made (e.g.,
time, location, past requests) to determine if a request should be granted. A security architecture that implements authentication and authorization services based on these ideas has been designed and implemented.
We are exploring how applications in the Aware Home can be secured using the architecture that has been
developed.

1.2

Major Findings

We have had a signi£cant number of research results in the scope of the RI project that span distributed
systems, user interaction, cluster computing, and wide area scalability in application domains such as telepresence and e-commerce. These results have often been in partnership with our industrial collaborators such
as IBM, Intel, Compaq, and Wind River Systems. The references in the publications portion of this annual
report give pointers to some of these results.

1.3

Training and Development

1.3.1 Undergraduate Research Participation
We continue to attract bright and interested undergraduates to RI-related research projects. Undergraduate
participation in research within the College is facilitated by the excellent UROC program (www.cc.gatech.edu/program/uroc), coordinated by Amy Bruckmann. A variety of institute-wide programs are also available
(www.undergraduateresearch.gatech.edu) including a special fund sponsored by the president of Georgia
Tech and several NSF-sponsored projects (URIP, SURF, etc.). In addition, we sponsor the Systems Hackfest
group each semester that includes 5-10 undergraduates participating in research-related projects for fun or
course credit.

1.4

Outreach

The College of Computing at Georgia Tech continues its popular summer intern program (funded by ONR)
for promising undergraduate students from Colleges and Universities who do not have the infrastructure to
support research in computing. The facilities funded by the RI continue to serve as a major resource for
these summer interns. As an example, in the summer of 2000, we had participants from Spelman College,
University of Puerto Rico, Florida A&M, Talladega College, Morris Brown College, and Morehouse College. The intent is to match these students with faculty and graduate students who can mentor them through
an eight-week research project. This program provides the interns with a rich summer research experience,
and serves as a port-hole for what awaits them if they decide to go to graduate school.
We have held several open-house events in 2001 to acquaint researchers from within and outside the College
of Computing to the high-end visualization and computation facilities that are available through the RI
award. The Systems Studio has become a center for demo and poster events and is used frequently to
introduce and showcase our various efforts to visitors.
Finally, in November 2001 we held a successful Symposium on Systems and Networking Technologies at
Georgia Tech (www.cc.gatech.edu/conferences/techsymp). The intent was to feature cutting-edge research
from leading industries. The Symposium allowed Tech students to build bridges with industrial researchers
and also provided a showcase for ongoing systems research at Georgia Tech.

1.4.1 Advisory Board
We held a valuable research advisory board for the RI award in May of 2001. The board members attending
included: Roger Haskin (IBM Almaden), Jim Rehg (formerly at Compaq CRL), Yousef Khalidi (Sun),
Gita Gopal (HP labs), Rick Schlichting (AT & T), Willy Zwaenepoel (Rice), Kai Li (Princeton), and Mary
Vernon (UW-Madison). This meeting provided valuable external feedback and focus to our efforts. We look
forward to the next meeting of this group, tentatively scheduled for Fall of 2002.

2 Publications and Products
2.1

Publications

See the references at the end of this document.

2.2

Web Site

Please visit the project web site at www.cc.gatech.edu/~rama/nsf-ri/

3 Contributions
The activities we are currently undertaking have resulted in a signi£cant number of publications and software
artifacts. These are listed in the references at the end of this report.

3.1

Human Resources

We have roughly 40 graduate students, 15 undergraduate students, and 7 research scientists working in
areas related to this project. Three research scientists are supported (part-time) directly from grant funds.
Approximately 30% of these individuals come from under-represented groups.

3.2

Laboratory and Testbed Development

We have out£tted a laboratory (the Systems Studio) with a variety of resources described in previous annual
reports. We can report ongoing heavy use of these resources for a variety of grant-related projects. This
"media space" is used frequently for interactive meetings and presentations and has been out£tted as an
Access Grid node and is used regularly for this purpose by individuals from throughout the Tech campus.
This year we have purchased a variety of additional sensor components so that we may use the Systems
Studio as a "sensor lab" as well. We are experimenting with both research (HP Badge4, Berkeley Motes)
and commercial equipment (VersusTech location sensors, wireless temperature sensors).
In addition, we are increasing the integration of resources in the Systems Studio with similar resources in
the Aware Home.

3.3

Budget, Equipment Acquisition, and Personnel Support

Of the $300,018 increment received this year from NSF, we project expenses of $307,184.82. Two major
purchases have been completed with a third purchase under negotiation. We anticipate that the funds for the
third purchase will be encumbered in mid-July.
A large, high-speed Cisco switch has been purchased and installed as the central switching unit for all
systems-related research efforts in the College of Computing. This item cost approximately $71,000.
A second expenditure of approximately $47,000 was recently completed to out£t a 10 node cluster of Dell
Xeon dual processor workstations to support a variety of the RI-related research projects This cluster augments our primary 128-node cluster. The large cluster has become a prime resource for the College and
is heavily booked. Invasive experiments such as those requiring kernel modi£cations are discouraged to
minimize disruption to the overall user community. The small cluster gives us the ability to easily perform
such experiments once again.
The remaining funds are projected to be part of a large, multi-grant purchase of a state-of-the-art, 50 node,
tera¤op cluster of McKinley IA-64 dual processors. This machine will allow a micro-grid con£guration to
support data transformation and modi£cation of large scale (terabit) data streams. RI funds will be spent
on 10 of the 50 nodes for the initial purchase. Funds from next year’s increment are targeted for a further
upgrade of the resources for this machine.
Negotiations for this machine are continuing late into the £scal year because of the complexity and scale of



the purchase and because we are negotiating prior to the of£cial release of the McKinley processors.
The current year’s allocation of matching funds comes from two sources internally and totals $168,093.24
(College Matching Fund) and $258,000 (Liotta Matching Fund). The Liotta Matching Funds are earmarked
for the large cluster purchase. College matching funds have been encumbered for equipment maintenance
on RI purchases and for personnel (research scientist) support.
Three research scientists are currently supported by the RI funds: Neil Bright, Phillip Hutto and Matthew
Wolenetz. We project these three individuals will remain funded by the grant (primarily from College
Matching Fund) for the duration of the grant.

4 Special Requirements
4.1

Plans for the Coming Year

Projects such as Stampede, ECho, and InfoSphere we have been exploring several interesting distributed
systems technologies. Now we are a point where we can see the impact of these technologies in various
application contexts. Such contexts include the Media Broker application described previously, a novel
application under development called the TV-Watcher that monitors a large number of video and text streams
for content correlation, and non-occluding ubiquitous interactive displays. In addition, using the sensor lab
that we have out£tted, we plan on exploring sensor monitoring and fusion technologies to enable capabilities
such as location awareness. As mentioned previously we will continue our efforts at integrating sensor
infrastructure technologies in the Aware Home and the Systems Studio. We believe this effort will reveal
interesting requirements due to the variety of technologies involved.
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